
              

1) You want to ask your mother to permit you to go for an excursion. (Which of the following sentences 
would you ask?) 4 Could I go for excursion? 
1 Must I go for excursion? 
2 shall I go for excursion?
3 May I go for excursion?
4 Could I go for excursion? 

2) The moon ---------    (revolve) round the earth
1   is revolving     2     has revolved, 3   revolves   4   was revolving,

3) Agra is on ------------Yamuna (supply suitable article)
1 a        2   an                3   the           4   No article

4 I met ----------one-eyed man.
1 A 2 an 3 the 4 No article

5) The teacher said to me,” What is your name?’’(Change into I.D.S)
1   The teacher told me what my name is.
2   The teacher asked me what my name was.
3   The teacher requested me what is my name.
4   The teacher   told me what my name was.

6) He asked me how old I was (Change into D.S)
1 He said to me” How old are I?’’ 
2 He said to me” How old was I?’’
3 He said to me” How old are you?’’
4 He says to me” How old are you?”

7   The teacher uses audio-visual aids to teach children.
1   Audio-visual aids are being used by the teacher to teach children.
2   Audio-visual aids are used by the teacher to teach children.
3   Audio-visual aids were being used by the teacher to teach children.
4  To teach children, audio- visual aids are being used by the teacher.

8      A storm often uproots huts.
1 Huts are often uprooted by a storm.
2 Huts are  being often uprooted by a storm
3 Huts were often uprooted by a storm
4 Huts will often be uprooted by a storm

9      The American style of putting the date on a letter is………

       1    Feb26, 2009 2   26 Feb, 2009 3  26-02-2009 4 02-26-2009

10      Signature must be 
             1 typed     2 printed 3 hand written 4 1&2

11    The medical shop was……………on Saturday. It will not be opened.
1 .closed down 2 closed round 3 closed around 4 closed in

12    The silent letter from the word  ‘Wrinkle’
1   r 2 w 3 k 4 l
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13     Identify the following word.
       1. Pn__ __monia.

1 au 2 eu 3 iu 4 ou

    14    I prefer Hindi songs ------------Telugu songs.
1   to 2 for 3 with 4 from

   15 This house consists …………….many rooms.
1. with 2 for 3 of 4between

16   he writes all her letters very carefully
   1 preposition 2 adjective 3 adverb 4 conjunction

17 See how the speckled sky burns like a pigeon’s throat.
    1 verb 2adjective 3 adverb 4 interjection

18 One word spelt wrongly. Identify the wrongly spelt word. 
  1 emotion 2 relation 3 passion 4 comparision 

19   No other girl in the college is so charming as Vasundhara.  (Change the sentence into superlative degree)
1. Vasundhara is one of the most charming girls in our college.
2 Vasundhara is not one of the most charming girls in our college
3 Vasundhara is the most charming girl in our college 
4 Vasundhara is more charming girl in our college 

20. / b3:lI /   Change the following phonetic transcription into English word.
1. Boldly 2.Badly 3.Barely 4 Burly 

21 pII   Change the following phonetic transcription into English word  

1 pity 2 pat 3 pithy 4 pot  

22. A: It is kind of you to help us in our crisis.
      B:  The pleasure is all mine.
1  B is expressing joy for helping A              2    B wants A to please him.
3  B is expressing pleasure by helping others. 4   B loves the pleasure of life

23. My uncle is a psychiatrist   ( Which of the following is the meaning of the underlined word)
1   A specialist dealing with skin disorder.
2   A specialist dealing with mental disorder.
3   A specialist dealing with heart disorder.
4   A specialist dealing with bone disorder.

24.”Could I give you a cup of coffee?”  This is a………..
1 showing readiness 2 making an offer 3 seeking permission
4 asking a question

25. Lazy (synonym)
1 kindness 2 rudeness 3 poverty 4 indolence

26 Curse (antonym) 
1 bless 2 lecture 3 abuse 4 execrate

27 They came by air………………?
1. didn’t he? 2. don’t they? 3 didn’t they? 4 isn’t it



28 Remember to lock the door, ……………….? 
     1. will you?  2. won’t you? 3 do you? 4 can you?

29. Choose the correct simple sentence.
1. He saw the police and run away. 2) On seeing the police, he ran away.
3. He ran away because, he saw the police. 4. The police ran away after seeing him.

30 My cousin, a journalist, wrote this article. (Choose the correct single sentence.)
1. My cousin is a journalist wrote this article.
2. My cousin who is a journalist wrote this article.
3. My cousin wrote this article because he is a journalist.
4. Being a journalist, my cousin wrote this article.
                                 

PASSAGE
One day a very old lady was traveling in a train. She was very well dressed. She was sitting in a corner, 
quietly reading a book. The traveling ticket examiner came into her compartment and asked for the ticket. 
The old lady looked in her bag but she could not find the ticket.

The ticket examiner could see that the old lady was visibly trembling. She started sweating. Her 
water bottle fell down and rolled to one of the corner spilling its content all the way: She was trying to 
open the side pocket of her hand bag from the wrong side. Finally not knowing what to do, the old lady 
cried out impatiently. “I’ve lost my ticket. Pull the chain please.”

The ticket examiner said,” Please don’t worry; I know that you are honest. I shall make sure that 
you do not have any trouble.” But the lady said, “You do not understand. If I do not find my ticket, how will 
I know where I have to get off?”

31. What was the old lady doing in the compartment before the ticket examiner came? 
   1. Looking outside 2 sleeping 3 speaking 4 reading a book

32. Why did the old lady want the chain to be pulled?
   1. She lost her ticket 2 she lost her water bottle 3 she lost her address 4 missed her train
33. Why was the old lady worried?
  1. The chain was pulled   2 doesn’t know her destination 3 water bottled slipped 4 the ticket examiner asked for ticket.

34. What is the meaning of the phrase ‘looked for’? 
1. Examined 2 searched 3expected 4 requested 

35. “I have lost my ticket……”   Who is ‘ I ’ in the passage.
1. Old lady 2.other passenger 3. Ticket examiner     4.none.

36. The hard outer part of a loaf of a bread is called…………………
1.salad 2 dessert 3 cuisine 4 crust

KEY

1)4 2)3 3)3 4)1 5)2 6)3 7)2 8)1 9)4 10)3 11)1 12)2 13)2

14)1 15)3 16)3 17)2 18)4 19)3 20)4 21)3 22)1 23)2 24)2 25)4 26)1

27)3 28)1 29)2 30)2 31)4 32)1 33)2 34)2 35)1 36)4
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1) You want to ask your mother to permit you to go for an excursion. (Which of the following sentences would you ask?) 4
Could I go for excursion? 

1
Must I go for excursion? 




2
shall I go for excursion?


3
May I go for excursion?


4
Could I go for excursion? 




2) The moon ---------    (revolve) round the earth


1   is revolving
    2     has revolved, 3   revolves   4   was revolving,


3) Agra is on ------------Yamuna (supply suitable article)


1 a        2   an                3   the           4   No article


4 I met ----------one-eyed man.











1 A

2 an 

3 the

4 No article


5) The teacher said to me,” What is your name?’’(Change into I.D.S)



1   The teacher told me what my name is.


2   The teacher asked me what my name was.


3   The teacher requested me what is my name.


4   The teacher   told me what my name was.


6) He asked me how old I was (Change into D.S)



1
He said to me” How old are I?’’ 


2
He said to me” How old was I?’’


3
He said to me” How old are you?’’


4
He says to me” How old are you?”


7   
The teacher uses audio-visual aids to teach children.


1   Audio-visual aids are being used by the teacher to teach children.



2   Audio-visual aids are used by the teacher to teach children.


3   Audio-visual aids were being used by the teacher to teach children.


4  To teach children, audio- visual aids are being used by the teacher.


8      A storm often uproots huts.


1 Huts are often uprooted by a storm.


2 Huts are  being often uprooted by a storm


3 Huts were often uprooted by a storm


4 Huts will often be uprooted by a storm


9      The American style of putting the date on a letter is………


       
1    Feb26, 2009
2   26 Feb, 2009 
3   26-02-2009 

4 02-26-2009


10      Signature must be 


             1  typed

    2  printed 
3  hand written 
 
4  1&2


11    The medical shop was……………on Saturday. It will not be opened.


1 .closed down 

2 closed round 
 3 closed around
4 closed in


12    The silent letter from the word  ‘Wrinkle’


1   r


2 w


3 k

 4 l


13     Identify the following word.


       1. Pn__ __monia.



1 au 
2 eu
 3 iu 
4 ou




    14    I prefer Hindi songs ------------Telugu songs.



1   to

2 for

3 with 

4 from


    15 This house consists …………….many rooms.


1. with 
2 for 
3 of

4between


16   he writes all her letters very carefully


   1 preposition 
2 adjective 
3 adverb
4 conjunction


17 See how the speckled sky burns like a pigeon’s throat.


    1 verb 
2adjective
3 adverb
 4 interjection


18 One word spelt wrongly. Identify the wrongly spelt word. 


    1 emotion
2 relation 
3 passion
4 comparision 


 19   No other girl in the college is so charming as Vasundhara.  (Change the sentence into superlative degree)


1. Vasundhara is one of the most charming girls in our college.


2 Vasundhara is not one of the most charming girls in our college


3 Vasundhara is the most charming girl in our college 


4 Vasundhara is more charming girl in our college 


20. / b3:lI /   Change the following phonetic transcription into English word.



1. Boldly
2.Badly
3.Barely
4 Burly 


21 pII   Change the following phonetic transcription into English word  


 1 pity

2 pat 

3 pithy 
4 pot  


22. A: It is kind of you to help us in our crisis.


      B:  The pleasure is all mine.


1   B is expressing joy for helping A 
             2    B wants A to please him.


3   B is expressing pleasure by helping others. 
4    B loves the pleasure of life


23. My uncle is a psychiatrist   ( Which of the following is the meaning of the underlined word)


1   A specialist dealing with skin disorder.


2   A specialist dealing with mental disorder.


3   A specialist dealing with heart disorder.


4   A specialist dealing with bone disorder.


24.”Could I give you a cup of coffee?”  This is a………..


1 showing readiness
2 making an offer

3 seeking permission



4 asking a question


25. Lazy (synonym)


1 kindness 
2 rudeness
 3 poverty 
 4 indolence


26 Curse (antonym) 


1 bless 
 2 lecture 
3 abuse 
4 execrate


27 They came by air………………?


1. didn’t he?
2. don’t they?
3 didn’t they? 
4 isn’t it


28 Remember to lock the door, ……………….? 


     1. will you?  
2. won’t you? 
3 do you?
 4 can you?




29. Choose the correct simple sentence.


1. He saw the police and run away.

2) On seeing the police, he ran away.



3. He ran away because, he saw the police.
4. The police ran away after seeing him.




30 My cousin, a journalist, wrote this article. (Choose the correct single sentence.)


1. My cousin is a journalist wrote this article.



2. My cousin who is a journalist wrote this article.


3. My cousin wrote this article because he is a journalist.


4. Being a journalist, my cousin wrote this article.


PASSAGE


 One day a very old lady was traveling in a train. She was very well dressed. She was sitting in a corner, quietly reading a book. The traveling ticket examiner came into her compartment and asked for the ticket. The old lady looked in her bag but she could not find the ticket.



The ticket examiner could see that the old lady was visibly trembling. She started sweating. Her water bottle fell down and rolled to one of the corner spilling its content all the way: She was trying to open the side pocket of her hand bag from the wrong side. Finally not knowing what to do, the old lady cried out impatiently. “I’ve lost my ticket. Pull the chain please.”



The ticket examiner said,” Please don’t worry; I know that you are honest. I shall make sure that you do not have any trouble.” But the lady said, “You do not understand. If I do not find my ticket, how will I know where I have to get off?”





31. What was the old lady doing in the compartment before the ticket examiner came? 


   1. Looking outside
2 sleeping
3 speaking
4 reading a book



32. Why did the old lady want the chain to be pulled?



   1. She lost her ticket
2 she lost her water bottle
3 she lost her address
4 missed her train


33. Why was the old lady worried?


  1. The chain was pulled   2 doesn’t know her destination 3 water bottled slipped   4 the ticket examiner asked for ticket.




34. What is the meaning of the phrase ‘looked for’? 


1. Examined
2 searched
3expected
4 requested 




35. “I have lost my ticket……”   Who is ‘ I ’ in the passage.


1. Old lady 
2.other passenger
3. Ticket examiner     4.none.




36. The hard outer part of a loaf of a bread is called…………………


1.salad
2 dessert
3 cuisine
4 crust

KEY


1)4
2)3
3)3
4)1
5)2
6)3
7)2
8)1
9)4
10)3
11)1
12)2
13)2

14)1
15)3
16)3
17)2
18)4
19)3
20)4
21)3
22)1
23)2
24)2
25)4
26)1

27)3
28)1
29)2
30)2
31)4
32)1
33)2
34)2
35)1
36)4


